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Welcome and Introduction
Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, "Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?"
And I said, "Here am I; send me!"
-Isaiah 6:8
What does it mean to be "called" by God? Does the commitment to follow Christ, lead one
automatically to a ministry within the church? Can one be anointed for ministry in the marketplace?
God's call to serve within the church is a precious call indeed. But the field that we are called to
harvest is not limited to the church - it includes boardrooms and cubicles, laboratories and dance
studios, coffee houses and grocery stores. Today, more than ever, clergy have little interaction with
diverse communities of believers and nonbelievers. God calls some to minister within the traditional
settings of the church and others to minister in the diverse world of business, sports, medicine,
teaching, etc. (Mark 16:15)
God's call to us encompasses all of our being and doing. Everyone is called to belong to Christ and to
participate in God's creative and redemptive work, whatever your job might be. The call to a particular
work is secondary to the call to belong to Christ.
How do you begin to understand where and how God might be calling you to minister? How do you
begin to understand what might be the particular work God is calling you to? In the PC(USA) we
understand that call is both an individual experience and an experience of the community. God calls
individuals who turn to the community of faith for help in understanding and confirming that call.
The presbytery wants to provide you with support as you explore this question of call. The Inquirer
phase is designed to encourage you to talk (and pray) with your pastor, your Session and members of
the presbytery as you attend to the Spirit's leading. The presbytery can point you to resources for
career counseling and work with you as you discern how God might be inviting you to utilize your
particular gifts for ministry.
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Minister of Word and Sacrament (MWS)
What is a Minister of Word & Sacrament?
Teaching elders (also called ministers of the Word and Sacrament) shall in all things be committed to
teaching the faith and equipping the saints for the work of ministry (Eph. 4:12). They may serve in a
variety of ministries, as authorized by the presbytery. When they serve as preachers and teachers of the
Word, they shall preach and teach the faith of the church, so that the people are shaped by the pattern
of the gospel and strengthened for witness and service. When they serve at font and table, they shall
interpret the mysteries of grace and lift the people’s vision toward the hope of God’s new creation.
When they serve as pastors i , they shall support the people in the disciplines of the faith amid the
struggles of daily life. When they serve as presbyters, they shall participate in the responsibilities of
governance, seeking always to discern the mind of Christ and to build up Christ’s body through devotion,
debate, and decision. G-2.0501
Overview of the Process & General Expectations
The relationship between the presbytery and a person preparing for ministry of Word and Sacrament
has two phases: Inquiry and Candidacy. The process of preparation for ministry is most effective when it
reﬂects the Biblical theme of covenant relationship. The covenants that are made in this process are
made in light of God’s faithfulness and love for all people. All who are involved in the tasks and
relationships of preparation for ministry should approach these tasks with diligence, openness,
intentionality and faith.
The purpose of the inquiry phase is to provide an opportunity for the church and for those who believe
themselves called to ministry of teaching elder to explore that call together in such a way that a decision
regarding the inquirer’s suitability will be based on full knowledge and experience of one another..
Inquiry is appropriate for all who show possibility for ministry of the Word and Sacrament. The phase of
inquiry lasts until the inquirer, the session and Presbytery are able to determine whether the inquirer
has sufﬁcient promise for ministry and whether it is highly probable that he or she will continue to
develop the skills and gifts for ministry of teaching elder.
The purpose of the candidacy phase is to provide for the full preparation of persons to serve the church
in all the capacities of ministry of teaching elder. It is a time of development, guidance and evaluation,
and lasts until Presbytery determines that the candidate is fully prepared to be ordained.
It is important to note that beginning the process as an Inquirer is not a simple guarantee of completing
it and moving into service as an ordained Minister of Word and Sacrament. The entire process is one of
discernment - of prayerful listening to the Spirit of God speaking through all parties in the process - the
inquirer/candidate, the Session, and the Presbytery.
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This process begins on the date Presbytery enrolls the applicant as an inquirer. At least one year of the
process must be spent in the candidacy phase. Presbytery is represented in this process by CPM, made
up of clergy and elders, some of whom serve as liaisons for one or more inquirers or candidates.
Annual reviews are required by the presbytery. Included as part of the annual review will be a decision
as to whether to continue or terminate the period of inquiry or candidacy. The ﬁnal assessment includes
preaching a sermon. A vote of preparedness will be taken, and if afﬁrmative, the candidate will be
declared ready to circulate his/her Personal Information Form (PIF), and the action will be reported to
Presbytery at its next meeting. Inquirers and candidates may request to meet with the CPM at any time
they feel the need for clariﬁcation or consultation at times other than scheduled annual reviews.
The entire process should nurture and test the individual’s development in the following areas:
education for ministry including choice of seminary, evaluation of academic potential and progress,
reﬂection on the purpose of the educational experience, and speciﬁc preparation for ministry of
teaching elder; spiritual development that provides a framework within which reﬂection on one’s
personal faith journey takes place; interpersonal relations that provide opportunities for reﬂection on
how one relates to others and what this means to ministry; personal growth that provides opportunities
for reﬂection on individual identity, areas that need growth and development, understanding a call, and
development of personal stewardship; and professional development that offers opportunities to
develop speciﬁc skills that will enhance effectiveness as teaching elders and as presbyters.
During both the inquiry and candidacy phases, progress is measured by speciﬁc expected outcomes
formulated for each of the ﬁve growth areas. These will become essential goals, not simply minimum
requirements or assignments. The expected outcomes serve as the foci of ongoing, regular consultations
between the inquirer or candidate and the CPM.
Every individual who seeks to prepare for ministry comes to the process with unique skills, personality
traits, history, faith and needs, and the individuality of every inquirer or candidate should be honored.
The church also comes to the process with particular expectations and needs. To this end, criteria for
evaluation have been developed for each point of transition in the process: the inquiry phase, the
transition from inquiry to candidacy and evaluation of preparedness for ordination to ministry of
teaching elder. At each transition point, a decision will be jointly made as to whether it is appropriate to
continue in the preparation process and when to move to the next stage.
A person is ready for inquiry if it seems likely that he or she has the gifts and skills for ministry. Only in
cases in which it is unlikely or highly ill advised should a person be turned away from inquiry. An inquirer
is ready for candidacy if it is highly probable that he or she will ﬁnish developing the skills and gifts for
ministry. A candidate will be declared ready for ordination to ministry of teaching elder when he or she
is fully prepared and has sufﬁciently developed his/her gifts and skills.
Session and CPM liaisons should be in frequent contact with their Inquirer/Candidates as this
relationship is the basic link in the preparation process. Annual meetings with the CPM are required of
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each inquirer and candidate; however, additional meetings may also be needed. Between the transition
points, it is critically important that careful work is done on the particular areas of growth that are
identiﬁed at each meeting with the CPM. Session and CPM liaisons should keep careful records of all
conversations with the Inquirer/Candidate as well as noting progress toward fulﬁllment of all
requirements.
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Stages in the Process
Pre-Inquiry
● A person who is interested in becoming an inquirer should ﬁrst have a conversation with his or
her pastor about the call to ministry. Ideally, this should be done prior to seminary enrollment.
● The applicant shall be a member of a local congregation and shall have been active in its work
for at least six months before beginning the preparation process.
● The CPM will designate one or more of its members to meet with the session to explain the
inquiry/candidate process. This meeting will ideally take place prior to the Session meeting with
the individual to endorse.
● Forms 1A, 1B, and 1C shall be filled out by the interested person and submitted to the Session
for review after the CPM has met with the Session. These shall be reviewed as part of the
meeting with the Session regarding endorsement as an inquirer. The Clerk of Session shall
submit Form 1D to the CPM via the Stated Clerk of the Presbytery.
● If endorsement is granted, a meeting with the CPM will be scheduled to review the application
and supporting documents (including form 1D). The CPM may then advise the Presbytery that
the individual has been enrolled as an inquirer.
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Inquiry Stage
Overview
The purpose of the inquiry phase is to provide an opportunity for the church and those who believe
themselves called to ministry as Ministers of Word and Sacrament to explore that call together so that
the presbytery can make an informed decision regarding the inquirer's suitability for ordered ministry.
G-2.0603
Inquiry begins with the date of Presbytery enrollment and shall be of sufﬁcient length, to determine
whether the inquirer should apply to become a candidate. G-2.0602
It is a time for exploring issues of ministry, questioning, testing and growth and during which a number
of the requirements for preparation are to be completed. These are as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Career counseling & psychological assessment (see Appendix 6)
Begin or continue course work toward a Master of Divinity degree at an accredited seminary
Begin or continue additional coursework that may be recommended by the CPM
Complete an approved ﬁeld education experience or complete an approved accredited unit of
Clinical Pastoral Education. The CPM may require both.
Prepare for and take the Bible Content Examination (ordination requirement)
Complete the six “Inquirers’ Statements” that are part of the candidacy application.
Meet with session to review the six statements and request endorsement of application for
candidacy (Forms 5A and B)
Meet with the CPM for review of status and to seek endorsement for advancement to candidacy
Appear before Presbytery with Statement of Call to be examined and approved as a candidate
by responding to the constitutional questions.
Consistently and proactively stay in touch with Session and CPM liaisons for advice and counsel
regarding progress through requirements and for friendly chats.

A completed application includes Forms 1A and 1D and the presbytery’s required ﬁnancial form with
appropriate signatures, a ﬁnal transcript that shows the undergraduate degree, and a transcript of any
graduate and/or seminary study and degrees. The ﬁrst visit with the CPM will be accomplished as soon
as possible after the application and supporting documents are received by the CPM from the session.
The applicant and his or her pastor and session liaison will meet with the CPM to review the applicant’s
vision for ministry, process of discernment, etc. The CPM will then vote as to whether Presbytery should
enroll the applicant as an inquirer. If the decision is afﬁrmative, growth goals will be planned and
discussed. A member of the CPM will be assigned to serve as CPM liaison to the inquirer. If the decision
is not afﬁrmative, discussion will center on additional steps the applicant might take to prepare for
inquiry or other options for ministry. The meeting will close with prayer by the liaison.
The decision to enroll the applicant as an inquirer will be effective at the next Presbytery meeting.
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General Expectations During the Inquiry Period
The inquiry phase is meant to be a time of exploration, questioning, testing and growth in the
discernment process toward ordination to ministry of Word and Sacrament. There are a number of
requirements to be met during this phase:
Career Counseling & Psychological Evaluation
Within the first year of seminary, Inquirers will arrange for a career counseling session with an
appropriate professional approved by the CPM.. The cost of the career counseling session is
allocated among the inquirer, the inquirer's church and Presbytery. The inquirer should arrange
for the CPM to receive a copy of the career counseling assessment. Upon receipt of the career
counseling assessment, the CPM will schedule another meeting with the inquirer to review the
assessment. This should take place before the inquirer's advancement to candidacy.
Annual Reviews
The CPM shall hold an annual review with all inquirers/candidates during the time they are
under care of the Presbytery. Form 3 is used to compile information for this review. Scheduling
the review is the joint responsibility of the CPM and the inquirer/candidate. The
inquirer/candidate is responsible for submitting Form 3 to the CPM Moderator at least two
weeks prior to the annual review. Failure to meet the deadline may result in the annual review
being delayed or rescheduled.
Seminary Education
The Presbytery of Cincinnati requires inquirers and candidates to attend a seminary of the
PC(USA) and one accredited by the Association of Theological Schools (ATS). CPM approval is
required for attendance at a non-PC(USA) seminary.
The seminary course of study must meet all requirements of the Book of Order, and additional
requirements established by the Presbytery of Cincinnati. Non-Presbyterian seminary graduates
and students probably will be required to take speciﬁed courses at a Presbyterian seminary (see
Appendix 7).
Ordinarily ﬁeld education is completed during the course of seminary study and should be in a
Presbyterian congregation. The CPM expects to approve the site prior to the beginning of work.
The term may be at least nine months of part-time (15-20 hours/week) or full-time for three
months. The placement may not be in the home church of the inquirer/candidate, but ideally in
a context that offers a balance and contrast to the home church environment. The supervisor’s
mid-term and ﬁnal evaluations must be submitted to CPM for review.
Field Education and Clinical Pastoral Education (certiﬁed unit)
While the CPM requires both ﬁeld education and CPE for all candidates prior to ﬁnal
assessment, it may require that ﬁeld education, CPE or both be completed before advancement
to candidacy. The CPM reserves the right to approve the location of CPE. Supervisor evaluations
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must be submitted to the CPM as part of the evaluative material collected during the
preparation process.
Bible Content Examination
The Bible Content Examination is one of the ﬁve examinations required for ordination in the
PC(USA) (Book of Order G-2.0607d). Inquirers are encouraged to take it during the inquiry
phase.
Inquirer’s Pre-candidacy Statements
Inquirers are required to complete six statements on speciﬁed topics that are a major part of the
application for candidacy. These statements will be submitted along with the session for its
review and consideration. The Statement of Faith will be considered as the ﬁrst draft of the ﬁnal
statement. (See Appendix 8).
Requests for Exceptions
If for some reason an inquirer cannot meet all requirements, a request for an exception may be
considered by the CPM. Such a request must be made in writing to the CPM at least two weeks
prior to the next meeting. All requests for exceptions must meet the requirements of the Book
of Order G-2.0610 and some may require approval by the Presbytery
Criteria for Evaluation During the Inquiry Phase
The following criteria are intended as general evaluative guidelines and should not be used legalistically:
Acceptance into Inquiry indicates a POSSIBILITY for ministry. (Book of Order G-2.0603)
The goals of the application period are to:
● Determine whether the person has at least basic potential for ministry of teaching elder.
● Begin to question the nature of call.
● Begin to discern the nature of the applicant’s vocation, whether to ministry of Word and
Sacrament or to another calling.
● Prepare the applicant for the highly evaluative period of inquiry and candidacy.
● Offer suggestions for further exploration of vocation and development in the event the
applicant is not accepted.
Expectations during the time of application include:
Evidence of spiritual development
● A vital, searching faith in God as revealed in Jesus Christ
● A commitment to biblical faith
● Evidence of exploration of personal spirituality and disciplines
● Active participation in a congregation of the PC(USA).
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Readiness for Education Toward Ministry
● Intellectual ability for ministry
● Academic interest, motivation and proﬁciency
● Capacity to deal with abstract ideas and symbols
● Understanding of the dynamics of a worshipping community, particularly in the context
of a PC(USA) congregation
Healthy Interpersonal Relations
● Exhibited by positive qualities of compassion, listening skills and caring
● Realistic sense of self
● Sensitivity to one’s environment (roles and culture)
● Ability to communicate with and listen to others
● Ability to maintain relationships
Personal Readiness
● Shown through a reasonable level of emotional health and self-awareness
● Commitment to personal growth, including knowledge and use of tools for selfassessment
● Accord between understanding of self and others’ perceptions of self
● Appropriate openness to counsel
● Strong sense of personal integrity
● Flexibility
● Awareness of personal limits
● Ability to ﬁnance theological education without inordinate debt
Professional Readiness
● Through a sense of call to serve God as a Minister of Word and Sacrament
● Awareness of the larger church (presbytery, synod, general assembly) and its mission
● Commitment to participation in the PC(USA)
● Awareness of the covenantal relationship and mutual accountability that Presbyterians
have to one another
● Sense of vocation of all Christians
● Sense of the importance of “equipping the saints” and ability to motivate others
● Beginning awareness of the tasks of, and one’s suitability for, ministry of teaching elder
● Awareness of one’s own gifts, skills and areas where growth is needed
Means of Assessment
● Written information provided by the applicant and church (Forms 1 and 2)
● Conversations with the pastor/clerk of the home church
● Endorsement by the session of the home congregation
● Interviews with CPM
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●
●

Interviews with personal references in a variety of appropriate contexts (college/seminary,
family, friends, employers, and church)
Academic transcripts (college and seminary, other)

Goals of the inquiry period are to:
● Determine whether the Inquirer is highly likely to ﬁnish developing the skills and gifts for
ministry of Word and Sacrament
● Assess the Inquirer's skills, gifts and development (strengths and weaknesses)
● Determine whether those gifts, skills and abilities best suit the ministry of teaching elder or
another calling
● Decide whether to proceed to candidacy, continue in the inquiry phase, or leave the process and
explore a more suitable calling
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Transition From Inquirer to Candidate
By the end of the inquiry phase, each inquirer shall demonstrate adequate promise for ministry by
presenting
● A statement of his or her understanding of Christian vocation in the Reformed tradition and how
it relates to his or her sense of call;
● A statement of personal faith which incorporates an understanding of the Reformed tradition;
an analysis of at least one concept from the personal faith statement regarding what it suggests
about God, humanity, and their interrelationships;
● A statement of what it means to be Presbyterian, indicating how that awareness grows out of
participation in the life of a particular church;
● A statement of self-understanding which reﬂects the inquirer's personal and cultural
background and includes a concern for maintaining spiritual, physical, and mental health;
● A statement of his or her understanding of the task Ministers of the Word and Sacrament
perform, including an awareness of his or her speciﬁc gifts for ministry of the Word and
Sacrament and of areas in which growth is needed.
Acceptance into the candidacy phase indicates a high probability of ordination to ministry of teaching
elder. During candidacy, full and ﬁnal preparations of an individual for ministry will be completed and
the candidate will be declared ready to receive a call.
Application for Candidacy
The inquirer will determine the appropriate time to apply for candidacy. Along with assessment of the
inquirer’s gifts and skills for ministry, there are speciﬁc requirements to be met:
● At least one annual review
● Field education, CPE or both if required by the CPM with evaluations on ﬁle
● Passing of the Bible Content Examination (expected but not required)
● Career counseling assessment and report submitted to General Presbyter and Chair of CPM
● Ofﬁcial transcripts on ﬁle
● Six inquirer’s statements (see Appendix 9 for detail)
Procedure for Application
The inquirer should complete Forms 5A and B. The six statements are to be included as part of the
application. The inquirer will arrange to meet with the pastor and session as they consider the
application and make recommendation for endorsement. If approved, the moderator will sign the
appropriate forms and submit them to the CPM.
The inquirer is responsible for ensuring that the CPM Moderator receives the fully completed Forms 5A
and B at least two weeks prior to the meeting of the CPM at which the application will be considered.
Meeting with the CPM
The inquirer should be accompanied by his or her pastor and session liaison. The inquirer’s candidacy
application and statements will be distributed to the CPM prior to the meeting. All inquiry phase
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requirements should have been met. The six statements will form the basis of the discussion and review,
along with any other concerns or issues that may arise. The inquirer will be given the opportunity to ask
questions and make comments and observations about the preparation process thus far. The inquirer's
pastor and session liaison should feel free to comment and ask questions. At the close of the discussion,
the inquirer will be asked to leave the room while the CPM decides whether to recommend to
Presbytery at its next meeting that the inquirer be enrolled as a candidate. The CPM will in any event,
formulate growth goals for the inquirer and present them to the inquirer. The review will close with
prayer.
Appearance before Presbytery
Advancement to candidacy is a step that must be approved by Presbytery after recommendations by the
session and CPM. It is the time when the Presbytery afﬁrms the gifts and skills of a person under care
and pledges its support in the ﬁnal stages of preparation. Prior to the Presbytery meeting, the inquirer
will prepare a brief biographical summary and a statement describing his or her Christian faith, forms of
Christian service undertaken and motives for seeking the ministry of Word and Sacrament. These two
documents are to be submitted to the CPM Moderator well in advance of the Presbytery meeting so as
to be included in the packet of materials mailed to the Presbyters prior to the meeting.
The inquirer will be presented to Presbytery and may be given an opportunity to make a brief
introductory statement before being examined about his or her Christian Faith, forms of Christian
Service undertaken and motives for seeking the Ministry.
If the vote is negative, Presbytery will return the applicant to CPM to continue as an inquirer. A prayer
will be offered.
The Stated Clerk of Presbytery will sign the appropriate forms that will be distributed to the candidate,
session and the General Assembly Ofﬁce.
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Candidacy Stage
Overview
The purpose of the candidacy phase is to provide for the full preparation of persons to serve the
church as teaching elders (also called ministers of the Word and Sacrament). This shall be
accomplished through the presbytery’s support, guidance and evaluation of candidate’s fitness and
readiness for a call to ministry, using learning contacts within the context of supportive relationships.
(G-2.0604) This begins with the date of Presbytery enrollment and requires at least one year as a
candidate to complete. (G-2.0602).
Candidacy is the time for completing the preparation requirements along with the ﬁnishing touches
of readiness for ministry. Speciﬁc requirements are as follows:
● Annual reviews with CPM
● Complete ﬁeld education and submit supervisor's evaluation
● Complete M. Div. degree and have ﬁnal transcript sent to the CPM
● Pass ordination and Bible Content examination
● Finalize Statement of Faith, exegesis and sermon text
● Meet with CPM for a ﬁnal assessment, to preach sermon, review exegesis and statement of
faith
Permission will be granted to circulate the Personal Information Form following a successful Final
Assessment, and the action will be reported to Presbytery at its next meeting.
There will be continuous assessment of the ﬁnal materials, seminary course work, CPE or ﬁeld
education (whichever was not completed during inquiry), and any other issues or concerns.
Candidates should be engaged in theological discussions related to the call to ministry and their
preparation process.
It is expected that an annual review will be held each year after which the CPM determines whether
to continue the candidacy process. The CPM liaison and candidate should remain in close contact
during this period to assure that all requirements are being met.
In addition to preparing and presenting various written reports, evaluations and assessments, the
candidate should take the four required ordination examinations at the earliest possible time (a
person does not have to be a candidate to take the examinations, but must have completed at least
two years of seminary to be eligible). Permission to write the examinations must be granted by the
CPM Moderator who is required to certify on the application that the applicant has completed two
years of theological education.
Criteria for Evaluation During the Candidacy Phase
An acceptance into Candidacy indicates high probability for ministry.
Expectations
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Education for Ministry
● Demonstrated through evidence of intellectual ability and capacity to integrate
academic learning and practical experience in ministry
● Academic interest, motivation and proﬁciency demonstrated by moderate to high
performance in seminary
● Ability to deal with abstract and concrete issues appropriately
● Ability to articulate one’s faith vis-à-vis the Reformed tradition
● Seminary training including an appropriate balance of courses, both academic and
practical (Book of Order and/or Presbytery of Cincinnati requirements for ordination
are:
○ Greek and Hebrew [language and exegesis], Old Testament, New Testament,
Reformed theology, church history, Reformed worship and sacraments,
Presbyterian polity, preaching)
● Courses in pastoral care and counseling, Christian education and ethics are highly
recommended
Spiritual Development
● The ability to articulate one’s faith, personal experience, essential elements of the
Reformed tradition, and their interrelation
● Evidence of strong personal faith in God, revealed in Jesus Christ, and experienced
through the Holy Spirit
● Response to faith through service to the church and the world
● Continuing exploration of and participation in a lively spiritual life, which includes prayer
● Participation in a worshipping community and experience in a PC(USA) congregation
● Understanding of the relationship between faith and the issues faced by people in the
contemporary world
Interpersonal Relationships
● Must have evidence of qualities of compassion, caring and empathy
● Clarity about one’s own values, gifts and priorities matched with an appreciation of
those gifts in others
● Sensitivity to one’s setting and the ability to perform successfully in a variety of
environments (school, church, other ﬁeld education, home, etc.)
● Understanding of and effective response to issues of authority, roles and expectations
● Effective communication skills in one-to-one and small and large group settings
● Ability to deal productively with conﬂict, failure and pain (one’s own and others’)
● Ability to maintain appropriate relationships, acknowledge limits and set boundaries
Personal Growth is Evidenced By
● Good mental health, including emotional stability, authenticity, a sense of humor,
energy, motivation, comfort with self and others, appropriateness, and an adequately
low level of anxiety
16

●
●
●
●

Openness to learning, self-exploration, and counsel
A fairly high degree of coincidence between one’s self-image and others’ perceptions
Commitment to continued personal growth, knowledge of and appropriate use of tools
for growth (e.g. counseling, reading, mentors, spiritual advisors, prayer, etc.)
Ability to set priorities (pursue challenging goals, acknowledge realistic limits, and
manage time effectively)

Professional Development is Evidenced By:
● An understanding of the larger church (presbytery, synod, general assembly) and its
mission, polity and theology, and a commitment to participate in the PC(USA)
● Commitment to the covenantal relationship and mutual accountability in the PC(USA)
● Demonstrated leadership (initiative, self-conﬁdence, organizational and communication
skills) and ability to motivate others and cultivate leadership
● Clear sense of call and appropriateness of vocational choice, which includes
compatibility of interests and gifts with those, required for ministry of Word and
Sacrament
● Basic ability to think objectively about the church in speciﬁc settings such as the home
church, ﬁeld education, the seminary community
● Experience in and understanding of the practice of worship in the Reformed tradition
The Means of Assessing Readiness for Candidacy will be:
● Academic transcripts (college, seminary, other), enrollment in a Presbyterian seminary
or, with CPM approval, a seminary accredited by the Association of Theological Schools
(ATS)
● Six inquirer’s statements prepared as part of the candidacy application
● Seminary ﬁeld education supervisor’s evaluation and CPE supervisor’s
● Evaluation interviews by CPM
● Endorsement by the session (Forms 5A and B)
● Conversations with or recommendations of the seminary
● Conversations with the pastor/clerk of the home church
● Interviews with personal references (persons in a variety of appropriate contexts such
as college/seminary, ﬁeld education supervisors, family, friends, employers, and/or
home church)
● Written information provided by the applicant and home church (including annual
growth goals, Forms 3 and 4)
● Interview with the CPM
● Usually successful completion of the Bible Content Examination (required for Readiness
for Ministry)
● Examination of the Inquirer with respect to his or her Christian faith, forms of Christian
service undertaken and motives for seeking the ministry.
● Affirmative answers to the questions of commitment asked at the time of presentation
to Presbytery
17

Goals of the Candidacy Period
● To determine whether the candidate is ready to receive a call and be ordained to
ministry of teaching elder, and if not, how the person can further prepare for ordination
or identify another vocation
● Identify areas of strength, weakness, continued growth and development.
● Identify plans for transition into ministry
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Final Assessment and Ready to Receive a Call
Overview
It is a time of great rejoicing when all preparations and requirements have been met and the time for
ﬁnal assessment of readiness for ministry has arrived.
The candidate’s ﬁle should contain:
● Forms 1A, B and D, 2A and B, 3, 4, 5A,B,C and D
● Career Counseling Report
● CPE supervisor’s evaluation
● Field education supervisor’s evaluation
● Six inquirer’s statements
● Current ofﬁcial transcripts and evidence of anticipated or past seminary graduation with
completion of all CPM’s required courses
● All (ﬁve) ordination examinations successfully completed and submitted to the CPM Moderator
by the Candidate
● Statement of Faith
● Exegesis and sermon
Background Check and Affirmation of Child Safety and Healthy Boundaries
Before a candidate can be approved in his/her final assessment, they must have submitted their
information for a Presbytery-approved background check, have affirmed the Presbytery of Cincinnati’s
child safety policy, and participated in a healthy boundaries workshop offered annually by the
Presbytery of Cincinnati or offered at their seminary. If taken at a seminary, proof of full attendance is
required.
Final Assessment
The ﬁnal assessment consists of: a review of all relevant materials, preaching of the sermon by the
candidate to the CPM, discussion of the sermon and the exegesis and perhaps the statement of faith,
following which the candidate will be excused while the CPM discusses the review and votes whether to
certify the candidate ready to circulate his/her PIF and receive a Call. The candidate will be notiﬁed of
the CPM’s action and the meeting will be closed with prayer by the CPM liaison. There often follows a
time of informal visiting and well wishing after the closing prayer.
Approval by the CPM will be reported to Presbytery at its next meeting. If the vote is negative, the CPM
will decide whether to recommend that the candidate continue and determine what further work is
needed before another review is scheduled. The meeting will be closed with prayer and care and
support will be offered to the candidate.
The PIF form is accessed on the website of the PC(USA).
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The Means of Assessing Readiness for Ministry
● Successful completion of the ﬁve standard ordination examinations (Bible Content, Polity,
Theology, Worship and Sacraments, and Biblical Exegesis and Sermon) Book of Order G-2.0607.d
● Statement of Faith (one page)
● Exegesis, bibliography and sermon text
● Transcripts from college and seminary showing satisfactory grades and successful completion of
a MDiv degree from a Presbyterian seminary or an accredited theological institution approved
by the CPM
● Career counseling report
● Evaluations from ﬁeld education and CPE supervisors
● Interviews and conversations with the CPM liaison
● Conversations with the home pastor
● Interviews with personal references
● Written information provided by the candidate including annual review consultation goals
(Forms 3 and 4)
● Review by the CPM, which will certify readiness to receive a call and be ordained as Minister of
Word and Sacrament
● The Candidate shall, in writing, affirm that s/he has read the Presbytery of Cincinnati Sexual
Misconduct Policy and agree with its provisions.
Ordination
Ordinarily, the candidate will be examined by the Presbytery of Call while the ordination would take
place in the Presbytery of Care. This process will be supported but not directed by the CPM of the
Presbytery of Cincinnati
Special Circumstances
Accommodations for Exceptions
The CPM recognizes that no one process fits every circumstance. While we endeavor for these steps to
be consistent for all inquirers and candidates, the CPM will work with each person depending on
circumstances. Requests for exceptions should be communicated through the CPM liaison and brought
to the CPM’s attention well before the need arises.
Removal from Covenant Relationship
At any time during the process it may be determined that an inquirer or candidate will not continue.
If the Inquirer/Candidate decides to leave the process, the pastor and session should be informed of the
decision. A request to be removed from the Presbytery roll of inquirers and candidates should be
presented in writing to the CPM Moderator. The CPM will submit the request and the reason to
Presbytery for a vote. If afﬁrmed, the Inquirer/Candidate’s name will be removed and Form 7 will be
signed by the Stated Clerk and sent to the Denomination’s Ofﬁce of Resourcing CPMs.
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The CPM may decide that it is not in the best interest of all that an inquirer or candidate continue in the
process. This would ordinarily take place within the context of an annual review and would be recorded
on Form 4. The CPM moderator will inform the pastor and session liaison of the recommendation.
Presbytery will vote on the recommendation at its next meeting. If Presbytery votes to remove the
name from the roll, Form 4 will be signed by the Stated Clerk and sent to the Denomination’s Ofﬁce of
Resourcing CPMs
A session may also determine that the preparation process of an inquirer or candidate is not proceeding
appropriately and may discontinue the covenant relationship and remove the person from the care of
the session. The recommendation of the session must be sent to Presbytery through the Stated Clerk.
An opportunity for the Inquirer/Candidate or the members of the session to meet with the CPM may be
granted.
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APPENDIX 1 - CHECKLIST OF STEPS IN THE PROCESS
The First Seven Steps Should Normally Occur Prior to Seminary Enrollment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Minimum of 6 months active membership in congregation
Applicant contacts Session
Session notifies CPM of applicant
CPM meets with Session
Session interviews applicant, recommends to CPM
CPM interviews, enrolls applicant as inquirer
CPM reports enrollment to Presbytery

The Continuing Process:
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Inquirer participates in Career Counseling
CPM reviews with Inquirer Career Counseling report
CPM conducts annual review and guides progress*
After one year, inquirer may apply through Session for candidacy
Session interviews inquirer, recommends to CPM
CPM interviews, recommends candidacy status to Presbytery
Presbytery examines inquirer, enrolls as candidate
CPM conducts annual review and guides progress*
Candidate takes Ordination Examinations**
Bible Content
Biblical Exegesis
Theological Competence
Worship and Sacraments
Church Polity

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

CPM conducts final assessment of readiness for call
CPM authorizes circulation of PIF
CPM certifies readiness, reports to Presbytery
Candidate negotiates for call and service
Examination of candidate by calling Presbytery for ordination

*
There may be more than one annual review during either inquirer or candidacy status depending
upon the pace of the applicant through the process toward ordination.
**
Bible Content exam should be taken as early in the process as possible. The remaining exams are
taken at the Candidate level, shall initially be taken all together, and ordinarily will be taken just prior to
the Senior year of seminary.
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APPENDIX 2 - THE ROLE OF AN INQUIRER/CANDIDATE
The preparation for ministry process is a covenant relationship between an individual and the presbytery
for the mutual task of nurturing the gifts of a particular person into his or her most appropriate expression,
and enhancing the welfare of both the Church and the individual.
Each Inquirer/Candidate has two liaisons: One with the session and one appointed by the CPM. The goal
is that the relationship with the Inquirer/Candidate, liaisons, session, and CPM will be supportive, helpful,
productive and smooth, Every covenant entered into requires faith in God, the guidance of the Holy Spirit,
and a commitment by both the liaison and the Inquirer/Candidate to work with one another openly and
with constant concern for one another.
Suggestions to the Inquirer/Candidate:
● Always show a human face to your liaison. He or she is genuinely interested in you. Inform your
liaison promptly of major events in your life, such as marriage, divorce, deaths, change of schools,
etc. If you feel there is a communication problem, say so. If you are struggling with something, it
is hoped that you will be able to discuss whatever it is with your liaison.
● Make sure your Session Liaison is informed of your planned meetings with the CPM and
Presbytery so that he or she may attend with you.
● Ask questions! Ask them early! Ask them frequently!
● Send originals of transcripts, ordination examinations, all reports, and other materials relating to
preparation for ministry to the CPM Moderator.
● Stay in touch with your liaison. Always make sure your liaison has your current address, phone
number and e-mail address.
● Initiate communication with your liaison at least twice each year; monthly contact is not too
frequent. Meet face-to-face whenever possible.
● Be considerate of your CPM’s limitations and deadlines by: submitting all required forms and
reports in a timely manner; and communicating your questions and concerns to your CPM Liaison
(not the CPM Moderator).
● Give advance notice to your Session Liaison and your Pastor of the time and place of each of your
meetings with the CPM. They should attend meetings of the CPM along with you, whenever
possible.
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APPENDIX 3 - THE ROLE OF A CPM LIAISON
The CPM liaison is the key to the effective work of the CPM and is the continuing liaison with individual
inquirers and candidates. Liaisons should see their task as both shepherding and gate-keeping. The
primary tasks of the liaison are to: act as a contact person, serve as an advocate for the Inquirer/Candidate
and explain the process. The liaison will also communicate the CPM’s concerns to the Inquirer/Candidate,
and when appropriate, to the home church pastor and the session liaison. The CPM liaison will lead the
discussion when his/her Inquirer/Candidate meets with the CPM.
Suggestions:
● Explain the process and functioning of the CPM to your Inquirer/Candidate. Include what is
expected of him or her and what he or she can expect of the CPM.
● Put a human face on the process. The liaison is the primary person to communicate the care and
concern of Presbytery.
● Help Inquirer/Candidate get in touch with his/her strengths and weaknesses. Be honest and kind.
● Initiate communication with Inquirer/Candidate at least twice a year and meet face-to-face
whenever possible. Always respond to communications from an Inquirer/Candidate.
● Initiate communication between the CPM and the Inquirer/Candidate.
● Have conversations with the Inquirer/Candidate prior to each of his or her meetings with the CPM
in order to be able to inform the CPM of the Inquirer/Candidate’s strengths and weaknesses, and
inform the Inquirer/Candidate of possible concerns of the CPM. Make sure the Inquirer/Candidate
knows the time and place of his or her next meeting with the CPM, what documents are required
for the meeting and when these documents are to be submitted to the CPM.
● Be the Inquirer/Candidate’s advocate at points of tension with the CPM. Interpret whenever
necessary.
● Remind the Inquirer/Candidate periodically of growth goals, requirements for ordination,
including required course work, field education, CPE, Bible Content and other Standard Ordination
Examinations, as well as papers that are due.
● Work with Inquirer/Candidate in preparing all documents and forms required for each meeting
with the CPM or the Presbytery.
● Discuss the Inquirer/Candidate’s developing faith and sources of spiritual growth.
● Follow-up each meeting with a conversation. At times, there may be personal matters that the
liaison may choose not to share; however, matters relevant to the Inquirer/Candidate’s future
ministry must be shared.
● If requested, the liaison may also assist the candidate in preparing a PIF.
● Maintain contact with your Inquirer or Candidate through calls, cards, e-mail, bulletins,
newsletters, gifts, and particularly on special occasions (Christmas, birthdays or anniversaries).
● Pray for your Inquirer/Candidate.
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APPENDIX 4 - SESSION ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The pastor and the session are responsible for communicating to church members what is meant by the
ministry of all believers and for helping members discern and fulfill their Christian vocations.
Exploring the Call to Ministry of teaching elder
● The local church is provided with a challenge and an opportunity when a member of the
congregation approaches the pastor and session to express the possibility that she or he has been
called to ministry. It is the session’s responsibility to provide a supportive relationship through
which to explore with the member the personal implications and suitability of a full-time church
vocation.
● Such awareness and experience emerges through prayerful examination of the member’s
personal faith, through his/her motivation and experience within the congregation, and through
a shared assessment of all the responsibilities and gifts needed for ministry. These are important
first steps in discerning whether the member is called by the Holy Spirit to the ministry of teaching
elder.
Offering Support to Inquirers and Candidates
● The pastor, session and congregation communicate with and support the member throughout the
entire period of preparation. This can be a deeply meaningful experience for all involved. In all
matters relating to preparation, the member will be under the oversight (care) of Presbytery. To
facilitate this relationship, this document provides for appointment of one elder from the church
to act as liaison with the individual and with the CPM throughout the process.
● It is important that the session contact the member and his/her family at significant times during
the preparation process, such as annual and special consultations with CPM, appearances before
Presbytery, academic examination periods, ordination examination periods, when a call is being
negotiated, and when ordination takes place.
● Providing financial assistance is another very tangible expression of support. The Session should
consider budgeting to assist with aspects of the seminary education, such as seminary tuition,
room and board and books and supplies. The session is also asked to pay part of the fee for the
required career counseling and part of the member’s travel expenses incurred in meeting with
the CPM. See Appendix 14.
● The pastor and session may provide valuable support and learning by offering the inquirer or
candidate opportunities to preach and lead worship.
Initiating the Preparation Process and the Inquiry Phase
● The session or pastor should contact the CPM Moderator when a church member indicates a
desire to pursue his/her sense of call to the Ministry of teaching elder. A session meeting for
orientation to the preparation process will be scheduled and a representative from the CPM will
participate. Ideally this will take place prior to the individual meeting with the Session. The session
will then interview the applicant and hear his/her request to become enrolled as an inquirer and
will make a recommendation to the CPM regarding this request (Forms 1A, B and D). If the
recommendation is positive, the session should then consider what assistance it will provide to
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●

the member during the inquirer and candidacy phases. As part of the covenant between the
member and the session, the session and the member should have clear understandings of the
financial, spiritual and other support the session will provide to the member as part of its covenant
to be a faithful partner to the member and to care for and nurture the member with love as the
member pursues the call to ministry of teaching elder. The CPM recommends that these
understandings be communicated to the CPM during the member’s first meeting with the CPM.
If the session or CPM decides not to accept the member for enrollment as an inquirer, the session
will continue to provide support, counsel and guidance to the individual as he/she seeks to
discover an appropriate occupational expression of Christian vocation. During the inquiry phase,
the session will participate with the inquirer and the CPM in an evaluation of the inquirer’s growth
and progress. When an inquirer desires to become a candidate, the session will participate with
the inquirer in a review of evidence indicating readiness to proceed to candidacy. This evidence
may include personal interviews with the inquirer, CPM consultation reports, and the inquirer’s
clear demonstration of adequate promise for ministry along with the inquirer’s application for
candidacy, and the six statements. The session will make a decision as to whether to recommend
to CPM and Presbytery that the inquirer proceed to candidacy (Forms 5A and B).

The Candidacy Phase
● When the inquirer is ready for admission to candidacy, the session will provide a report and the
pastor will make a statement, if requested, when the inquirer is examined by the CPM. After the
inquirer is received by Presbytery as a candidate, the session will continue to provide support to
the candidate and his/her family, and maintain the liaison relationship with both the candidate
and the CPM.
● The session will continue to receive and review reports of each annual consultation with the
candidate and the CPM, and act as advocate for as long as needed.
● As an advocate, the session may call the CPM to accountability in fulfilling any of its
responsibilities.
● When notice is received of the candidate’s ordination, it is the session’s responsibility to remove
the candidate’s name from the church roll.
Possible Issues for Attention and Evaluation by the Session:
● What personal qualities show clear evidence of a healthy and vital faith in God through Jesus
Christ?
● How are faith and spirituality currently being expressed through participation in the life, mission
and worship of the congregation?
● What motivations impel the sense of caIl? Are they healthy and positive?
● What real and potential talents for ministry are evident in this individual (e.g., the ability to
communicate, interpersonal skills, compassion, leadership, administrative abilities)?
● What is the level of his/her academic interest, ability and motivation?
● What is the level of his/her physical health and stamina?
● What is the evidence of his/her emotional stability and well being?
● What is the evidence of his/her self-discipline?
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For constitutional guidelines relating to ordination requirements, inquiry, candidacy, and presenting and
receiving a call, see Book of Order G-2.06 through G-2.08. This document serves to provide details
approved by this presbytery and CPM that were formerly specified in the Book of Order.
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APPENDIX 5 - RECOMMENDED DUTIES OF THE SESSION LIAISON
The CPM, replacing the former requirements of the Book of Order, requires the appointment of an elder
(or a group of persons including at least one elder) to act as liaison with the Inquirer/Candidate and with
the CPM. This elder will represent the session and participate with the Inquirer/Candidate and the CPM
as they explore and evaluate his/her progress in the preparation for ministry. Outlined below are some of
the ways in which such liaisons may be helpful.
● Remember your Inquirer/Candidate in prayer.
● Learn the background of the Inquirer/Candidate: parents, spouse, children, siblings, college,
interests and abilities, birthday, work experience, seminary, progress toward ordination, financial
needs, etc.
● Become acquainted in ways that seem natural to you and to the Inquirer/Candidate. If the
Inquirer/Candidate is attending seminary away, arrange a visit when he or she is home. At other
times, find ways to stay in touch.
● Take an interest in his/her particular activities related to preparation for ministry such as field
education, course work, CPE, annual consultations and the Ordination Examinations.
● Share with the CPM, especially at the time of an annual consultation, any areas of particular need
of the Inquirer/Candidate — whether financial or personal.
● Maintain contact with your Inquirer or Candidate through calls, cards, e-mail, bulletins,
newsletters, gifts, and particularly on special occasions (Christmas, birthdays or anniversaries).
● Keep the congregation aware of its Inquirers/Candidates through such means as:
○ Inviting the Inquirer/Candidate to preach or otherwise lead worship on Theological
Education Sunday in September
○ Remembering the Inquirer/Candidate in prayer at worship on a regular basis
○ Inviting letters from the Inquirer/Candidate for inclusion in the church newsletter
○ Placing a picture of the Inquirer/Candidate on the church bulletin board or other
prominent place
○ Celebrating when your Inquirer is received by Presbytery as a Candidate
● Identify ways to keep the congregation aware of the names and needs of all of its inquirers and
candidates who have entered into a covenant relationship with the session and Presbytery in
preparation for ministry of the Word and Sacrament.
● Discuss with the session its responsibility to provide tangible support to the inquirer or candidate,
including financial assistance.
● Assist your inquirer or candidate in obtaining reimbursement for the Session’s share of his or her
expense incurred in meeting with the CPM and obtaining career counseling.
● Facilitate the Session’s approval and payment of its share of your inquirer or candidate’s career
counseling expense.
● Become familiar with this document in order to be able to assist with requirements and
procedures and to provide support at times such as appearances before Presbytery, annual
consultations, ordination examinations, etc.
● Be present at all meetings of the CPM or Presbytery at which the Inquirer/Candidate will appear,
including the service of ordination and/or installation when a call is received. Make sure the
pastor is informed of the time, place and subject of each such meeting.
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●

The role of the spouse of the Inquirer/Candidate is particularly important. Be supportive, sensitive
and understanding of the spouse and family. Inform the session and/or CPM of better ways to
assist spouses in preparing for their new roles.
In a word, be a friend who offers a sense of personal, moral and spiritual interest in and support
of the Inquirer/Candidate in all aspects of training for the ministry of the Word and Sacrament. In
so doing, you will also grow in faith and grace.
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APPENDIX 6 - CAREER COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
The Presbytery of Cincinnati requires all inquirers to participate in a comprehensive career counseling and
psychological assessment to help the participant understand how his/her values, interests, personality,
potential and learned capabilities all fit into an occupational choice of ministry and give the inquirer
opportunity to gain deeper appreciation of his/her own strengths, commitment and growing edges. The
cost of the career counseling is shared by the inquirer, the inquirer’s church and the CPM.
Career Counseling utilizes various interest inventories, psychological tests, a meeting with a psychologist
and reflection to help both inquirers and the CPM assess suitability for ministry. The inquirer and
counselor discuss the results of the inventories and tests, and a written report is sent to the inquirer with
a release form for a copy to be sent to the CPM. Such reports include biographical information,
interpretation of the results of the various inventories, assessment of the inquirer's promise for ministry
and any recommendations for growth or future directions. These reports are considered highly
confidential and are released only with the inquirer's written permission.
Career counseling should be completed as soon as possible after the person becomes an inquirer, and
must be completed before candidacy is approved.
Occasionally the CPM asks an inquirer to return for a follow-up visit in response to changes in a person's
situation, a candidacy of extended duration, or to explore a particular issue. Also, occasionally the
counselor recommends a follow-up visit.
Some criteria to be explored include:
● Openness to learning, self-exploration and ability to do reality testing
● Emotional stability
● An effective style of inter-personal relating
● Adequate motivation as it pertains to a sense of call and value system
● Level of maturity and ability to adapt commensurate with age
● Level of autonomy and authenticity
● Leadership potential (initiative, self-confidence, enthusiasm etc.)
● Compatibility of interests with elements involved in the exercise of ministry
● Chance for the inquirer's needs as a person to find reasonable fulfillment in ministry
● Innate abilities commensurate with the demands of ministry and the capacity to
develop new skills
● Academic ability to complete the rigorous demands of seminary education
All reports and feedback from the career assessment will be held securely at the Presbytery Office and
reviewed only by the General Presbyter, Moderator of the CPM, and the person under care. It can be
shared with others with the written permission of the person under care.
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APPENDIX 7 - REQUIREMENTS FOR SEMINARY COURSE WORK
Ordinarily no Candidate shall be received under care of this Presbytery unless enrolled, or planning to
enroll, in one of the seminaries of this denomination. The purpose of this requirement is that those
preparing for ministry will have the deepest possible acquaintance with the life, mission, and ethos of the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
A request for a waiver of this requirement must be submitted in writing to the CPM. It should include the
reasons for making the request and a plan for making up any deficiencies. The Presbytery understands
that personal circumstances may make enrollment in a denominational seminary inconvenient.
Nevertheless, because of the importance of the preparation, the CPM may require that a person transfer
to a Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) seminary, or may require additional coursework at a Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) seminary. Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) seminary education will usually include courses on or
including:
Presbyterian Polity
Sacraments
Reformed Worship
Reformed theology/history
Old Testament exegesis
New Testament exegesis
Factors to be considered in granting exemptions may include:
The student's prior theological training and denominational background
The seminary's theological perspective and denominational affiliation.
Late entry into the candidacy process shall not diminish the CPM's responsibility to prepare persons for
ministry in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and the Presbytery understands that the above requirements
may indeed lengthen the training process for certain candidates.
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APPENDIX 8 - FIELD EDUCATION & CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUCATION
The Book of Order no longer addresses this area specifically. In the Presbytery of Cincinnati, field
education is a required part of the care process, generally fulfilled in seminary. The following guidelines
apply:
Requirements for a Field Education Site are as follows:
● A qualified on-site supervisor who is willing to be the student’s guide and mentor
● A PC(USA) congregational setting (not home church) in which the student will be exposed to and
have experience in a wide range of ministry needs
● A learning covenant which describes the expectations and goals of the field education experience
and is signed by both the candidate and the supervisor
● Written evaluations, based upon the learning covenant, of the student’s practice of ministry and
a final evaluation which will be added to the CPM file
● Time commitment of a minimum of nine months part-time (15-20 hours per week) or three
months full-time (40 hours per week)
Recommendations:
● Ordinarily, field education will be completed under the supervision of the student’s seminary.
● Experience should be sought which will expand the student’s knowledge and experience of the
life of the church. The ideal situation is one that is significantly different from the student’s
previous church experience — in size, type of ministry, culture, etc.
● Opportunity to engage in ministry beyond minimum requirements is strongly encouraged.
Inquirers/candidates should consider extended internships, additional ministry in agencies,
additional congregational placements and international opportunities.

Clinical-Pastoral Education
Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) is a program of learning pastoral skills integrated with life experience in
a clinical setting under extensive supervision. It is theological and professional education that allows
qualified students to minister to people in crisis situations while integrating their pastoral experience with
personal history, behavioral theory and method and spiritual development. CPE students are challenged
to improve the quality of all their pastoral relationships through an intense involvement with supervisors,
fellow students, people in crisis and other professionals,
Learning is through clinical practice, theological reflection, written case studies and verbatims, individual
supervision, seminar participation and relevant reading. Through viewing complicated life situations from
different viewpoints, students are able to gain new insights and understanding about the human situation.
Essential elements include an accredited CPE center such as a hospital, certified CPE supervisor(s) to
provide pastoral supervision, a small group of peers engaged in a common learning experience, a specific
time period and an individual learning contract. A basic “unit” of CPE is offered in single units (10-12
weeks, full-time) or in a year long program (9 months part-time)
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APPENDIX 9 - GUIDELINES FOR INQUIRERS’ (PRE-CANDIDACY) STATEMENTS
To fulfill the CPM’s requirements that were formerly found in the Book of Order, inquirers are to submit
the following six one-page statements to the CPM for its review and approval as part of the process of
advancing from inquiry to candidacy. This is to help clarify the inquirer’s understanding of call and
suitability for Ministry of Word and Sacrament in the Presbyterian Church (USA). The requirement will be
met when the CPM is satisfied with the form and content of the statements.
Statement of Call
A statement of the inquirer’s understanding of Christian vocation in the Reformed tradition and how it
relates to his or her sense of call. This statement will be the basis of Presbytery's examination at the time
the inquirer is presented to Presbytery for candidacy.
Statement of Faith
A statement of personal faith that incorporates an understanding of the Reformed tradition. This should
be considered the initial draft of the Statement of Faith that will be presented to Presbytery at the time
of presentation for ordination examination.
Concept Paper
An analysis of at least one concept from the Statement of Faith regarding what it suggests about God,
humanity, and their interrelationship.
Statement of Being Presbyterian
A statement of what it means to be Presbyterian, indicating how that awareness grows out of participation
in the life of a particular congregation.
Statement of Self-Understanding
A statement of self-understanding that reflects the ways the inquirer has been shaped by his/her personal
and cultural background and includes a concern for maintaining spiritual, physical and mental health.
Statement of the Tasks of Ministers of Word & Sacrament
A statement of the inquirer’s understanding of the tasks performed by Ministers of Word & Sacrament.
Also included should be his or her specific gifts for this ministry and awareness of the areas in which
growth is needed.
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APPENDIX 10 - GUIDELINES FOR WRITING THE STATEMENT OF FAITH
The purpose of the “Statement of Faith” is for the Inquirer/Candidate to reflect theologically on specific
areas and to state in a concise form his/her faith related to those specific areas. A statement of faith
should incorporate an understanding of the Reformed tradition.
Writing a Statement of Faith should begin early in the preparation process. The Inquirer/Candidate is
urged to discuss it with the CPM liaison, a professor, pastor, or other significant persons in his/her life.
The statement should also reveal something of the personhood of the individual so clear personal
manifestations such as “When I receive communion the church becomes....” will be included.
When a liaison assists an Inquirer/Candidate in the preparation of a Statement of Faith, it will be helpful
to ask some personal questions, such as: “Where are you in terms of Jesus, the cross, your faith, the Holy
Spirit?” and “How do you live out your faith?”
The liaison will discuss general areas with the Inquirer/Candidate. To provide an outline of topics for such
a statement could, in itself, color the theological assumptions of the statement, therefore the following
are only suggestions:
The Nature of God
The Experience of God
Sin and Evil
Life and Work of Jesus
Jesus’ Humanity and Divinity
Christology and Atonement
The Holy Spirit
The Church and Its Ministry
The Sacraments
The Bible
The Ministry and Mission of the Church in the World
The Statement of Faith will be the basis by which CPM and Presbytery conduct their oral examinations of
the candidate. Clichés that might distract a reader should be avoided, and language should be chosen for
clear understanding, since both lay people and ministers will read the statement. The candidate will have
the opportunity to discuss it, defend it, explain it, and (sometimes) change it.
The statement will be mailed out in advance of these discussions and examinations. Please type the
statement single-spaced on one page, number the lines or paragraphs, and maintain adequate margins.
The statement will be reproduced as submitted, so typing, spelling and grammar are important.
It is important, even with all of these guidelines, that preparation of the statement encourages you to
think and struggle with what you believe. We hope you enjoy the process!
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APPENDIX 11 - GUIDELINES FOR EXEGESIS AND SERMON
The exegesis and written sermon are major parts of the final assessment. This brief guide lists the
requirements and recommendations for these important documents. The Candidate may choose the
passage selected in his/her ordination examination, for which some of the required and recommended
work below may already have been prepared.
Requirements for the exegesis:
● Typed, double-spaced; include name and date on cover, initials on all other pages; all pages must
be numbered
● Include the Scriptural Text and indicate the Bible version or your own translation
● Include an outline or description of the exegetical method used
● Include use of the original language (Hebrew or Greek)
● Sources must be referenced using footnotes, end notes, or notes within the body of the paper
● Include a bibliography of all sources used (the majority of sources should be current)
Recommendations for the exegesis:
● Good exegesis means knowing what questions to ask of a particular text. Thus, it is impossible to
list all the ingredients necessary in every exegesis. You are encouraged to be creative in the
development of your exegetical method. However, it is recommended that the following
categories of questions be represented in any exegesis for preaching:
○ Textual - Are there particular difficulties in translation? Are there concerns about the
Hebrew or Greek text? Are there key words that need to be studied to understand this
text? Include the Biblical text in English and identify the version used or whether it is your
own translation
○ Literary - What are the boundaries of this passage? What is the relation of the passage to
its larger literary context? What is its literary genre, and what is the significance of this
genre?
○ Historical - Author? Date? Original audience? What are the historical, sociological and
theological circumstances that formed the original context of this text? What is the
significance of this genre?
○ Theological - What did this text mean in its original context? How has the community of
faith interpreted this passage? What does it mean for us today?
● Sources in the bibliography should include standard reference works, recent commentaries, and
other recently published books and pertinent articles.
Requirements for the written sermon
● Typed, double-spaced; name and date on the cover, initials on all other pages; pages must be
numbered.
● Include a description of the context in which the sermon was, or possibly will be, preached and
the particular needs to which the sermon speaks
● Must be based on the written exegesis
● CPM expects use of gender inclusive language
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Recommendations for the sermon (remember the Gospel is Good News)
● Approximately fifteen minutes long
● Demonstrates awareness of and sensitivity to the particular context.
● Maintain integrity with the particular biblical text as well as with the whole Bible
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APPENDIX 12 - SHARING TRAVEL EXPENSES
Inquirers and candidates may incur travel expenses in connection with their meetings with the CPM and
their career counseling. As part of the covenant relationship, these expenses should be shared among the
inquirer or candidate, his or her home church and the CPM. Inquirers and candidates traveling in their
privately owned vehicles may submit a travel voucher to the CPM. In that event, the CPM will pay its share
of the travel expense by reimbursing the inquirer or candidate at 50 percent of the Internal Revenue
Service optional standard mileage rate used to calculate the deductible costs of operating an automobile
for business purposes. The CPM will consider reimbursement of inquirers and candidates traveling by
common carrier on a case-by-case basis.
The CPM recommends that the session adopt a policy setting out its commitment to sharing its members’
travel expenses incurred in meeting with the CPM.
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APPENDIX 13 - FORMS
(All available on the PCUSA website or from the CPM Moderator or any CPM Member. Not all forms are
used by this CPM. Please consult the appropriate sections of this Advisory Handbook for the times and
situations applicable to the particular forms.)
Form 1A:

Application to Be Enrolled by Presbytery as an Inquirer

Form 1B:

Questions for Reflection

Form 1C:

Financial Plan for Theological Education

Form 1D:

Session Evaluation and Recommendation Regarding Enrollment as an Inquirer

Form 2A:

Report of Consultation Regarding Application to Become an Inquirer

Form 2B:

Covenant Agreement and Inquirer Release

Form 3:

Pre-consultation Report on Development Areas

Form 4:

Report on Consultation

Form 5A:

Application to Be Enrolled by Presbytery as an Candidate

Form 5B:

Session Evaluation and Recommendation Regarding Enrollment as an Candidate

Form 5C:

Report of Consultation Regarding Application to Become an Candidate

Form 5D:

Covenant Agreement and Candidate Release

Form 6:

Summary Report of Final Assessment of Candidate’s Readiness to be
Examined for Ordination
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APPENDIX 14 - INQUIRER / CANDIDATE INDEBTEDNESS POLICY
It is the Policy of the Commission on Preparation for Ministry (CPM) of the Presbytery of Cincinnati that:
●
●
●

●

●

Every inquirer and candidate creates and follows a plan for financing the cost of seminary.
Every inquirer and candidate participates in the Board of Pensions “Fiscal Fitness” workshop
offered at Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) (PCUSA) seminaries.
The presbytery will share, with the inquirer or candidate and their church of care, the cost of
attending a CPM-approved Career and Counseling Center for career guidance in pursuit of
ordination in the PCUSA.
The CPM will counsel with every inquirer and candidate regarding her or his level of indebtedness
in relationship to the salary that can be expected based on the current median income for the
denomination reported by the Board of Pensions and based on the minimum effective salaries
established by the presbyteries.
The CPM will encourage each candidate and inquirer to pursue financing options including grants,
interest-free loans, and funding that may be available through the Financial Aid for Studies Office
of the PCUSA and PCUSA seminaries.
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